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Abstract 
When transitioning a class from one activity to another, ineffective classroom 
management can reduce academic learning time and increase disruptive and anti-social 
behavior. The purpose of the current study was to determine if a classroom management 
procedure, referred to as the Color Wheel, could enhance on-task behavior in second­
grade students during regular scheduled instruction and transitions. Analysis was 
conducted on the average on-task (OT) behavior of the entire class (i.e., 12 students) and 
across each of the 12 students in the class (individual analysis of each student's OT 
behavior) to determine if the Color Wheel procedure increased OT behavior. 
The Color Wheel is a classroom management procedure consisting of (a) three 
sets of rules, (b) publicly posted cues (i.e., the Color Wheel and the three sets of colored 
rules) to indicate which set of rules students are expected to be following at any given 
moment, and (c) transition procedures for switching from one activity to another and one 
set of rules to another. The three sets of rules are designed to cover typical classroom 
activities. Rules for red were designed to make transitions more efficient by stopping one 
activity and allowing the teacher to introduce the next activity (e.g., provide directions 
and instructions). Rules for yellow were designed to address behavioral expectations 
during instructional (e.g., recitation sessions) and learning activities (e.g., independent 
seat-work activities). Rules for green provided behavioral expectations for students 
during less structured activities (e.g., free time). The public cues were used to enhance 
stimulus control of the rules. Finally, the transition procedures (e.g., warnings that there 
will soon be a change, praising rule following behaviors) were designed to increase the 
probability of students successfully following the rules. 
lV 
In the current study, a withdrawal design (i.e., B-C-B-C design) was used to 
control for threats to internal validity. During the B phases, typical school-wide 
classroom management procedures (TCM) were used, which included an independent, 
group-oriented response-cost system. The independent component of the contingency 
was that points were taken from individual students based on their own behavior. When 
enough points were lost, the student lost opportunities to engage in preferred behaviors 
and/or received other consequences designed to be punishing (e.g., the student's parents 
were called). The group-oriented component was based on the entire class having the 
same rules and the same consequences for their behavior. During the C phases (TX), the 
independent, group-oriented punishment system was discontinued.(i.e., the teacher 
ceased taking points for inappropriate behavior) and the Color Wheel procedure was 
implemented. 
Across all phases, momentary time sampling was used to record OT behavior. 
Visual analysis of class average data and the data of the three students with the lowest OT 
behavior during the initial baseline phase showed immediate and sustained increases in 
OT behavior when the Color Wheel intervention was applied during the C phases and a 
rapid decrease in OT behavior when the intervention was withdrawn (i.e., second B 
phase). Statistical analyses of class average data revealed large effect sizes (ES); effect 
sizes ranged from 7.6-3.5 across the three phases. Statistical analyses of each student's 
performance showed large effects sizes (i.e., ES::: 1.0) across all adjacent phase 
comparisons (36 comparisons, three adjacent phases for each of the 12 students). These 
data support the conclusion that the Color Wheel intervention increased OT behavior 
across all students. 
V 
Survey data showed that the students and the teacher found the intervention 
acceptable. The students indicated that the intervention helped them know and understand 
expected behaviors what behaviors were expected. Discussion focuses on using specific 
and reasonable rules and transition procedures to increase appropriate behaviors. 
Directions for future research designed to enhance the internal and external validity of the 
Color Wheel procedure are provided. 
Vl 
Preface 
The Fudge, Reece, Skinner, and Cowden (2006) article entitled Using rules and 
transitions strategies to reduce inappropriate vocalizations: An empirical validation of 
the Color Wheel intervention has been submitted for publication in the Journal of 
Evidence-Based Practices for Schools. 
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Chapter I 
Introduction 
Educators often have difficulty managing student behavior, especially during 
transitions. The current study was designed to evaluate the effects of a classroom 
management procedure known as the Color Wheel on the on-task (OT) behavior of 
students from an intact second-grade classroom. The Color Wheel intervention involves 
the application of three sets of specific rules designed to set clear expectations for 
behavior across different classroom activities. Students can refer to publicly posted cues 
that indicate behavioral expectations over time and across activities. Transition 
procedures used to alter rules are designed to allow for consistent and fair 
implementation of the Color Wheel intervention. 
In the current chapter, previous literature and research examining classroom 
management will be briefly summarized. Next, problems and issues associated with 
managing class-wide transitions will be analyzed. Applied experimental findings and 
recommendations for making transitions more efficient will be reviewed. Finally, the 
purpose of the current study will be delineated. 
Classroom Management 
Classroom management can be defined as a teaching environment that has been 
created and maintained through valid techniques, procedures, and strategies (Duke, 
1979). Such general and broad definitions of classroom management are common. 
Although classroom management may be difficult to define, teachers have agreed that 
ineffective classroom management is a problem that often needs to be addressed in 
teacher education programs (Bennett & Rolheiser-Bennett, 1992). Without effective 
1 
classroom management, virtually little or no learning can transpire in the classroom 
(Gordon, 2001). Additionally, effective classroom management may enhance students' 
accountability and self-control, decrease students' incidental inappropriate behaviors, 
reduce teacher stress, and provide more time for students to learn and teachers to teach 
(Eisenbarth & Spetz, 1999; Gordon, 2001; Ritter, Forbush, & Shuster, 1997). While 
effective classroom management procedures focus on many different goals, historically, 
educators have relied on effective classroom management strategies to decrease 
incidental inappropriate behaviors (Buck, 1999). However, a paradigm shift has taken 
place where teachers are proactively stressing prevention over remediation (Gettinger, 
1988). Thus, educators are becoming more concerned with implementing procedures 
designed to enhance desired classroom behaviors that facilitate learning. 
Transitions 
Effective classroom management procedures may be beneficial throughout the 
school day; however, these procedures may be most beneficial during transitions. 
Transitions have been defined as an interrupting activity that connects or links together 
two dissimilar activities, which might transpire across settings and over time (Rice & 
Spetz, 1982; Schmit, Alper, Raschke, & Ryndak, 2000). One common element of 
transitions is that students are instructed to discontinue one activity and embark on 
another (Arlin, 1979; Saifer, 2003 ). 
During any given day, a classroom will go through seven or eight transitions 
(Schmit et al., 2000). Whether transitioning from one in-class activity to another ( e.g. , 
rea�ing to math) or from one setting to another (e.g. , from the classroom to the cafeteria), 
if students take too long making transitions then instructional time is lost. Researchers 
2 
have found that 18% to 25% of the time allotted for instruction is spent making 
transitions (Carta, Greenwood, & Robinson, 1987; Sainto & Lyon, 1983). Reducing time 
spent transitioning can increase academic learning time. For example, Campbell and 
Skinner (2004) were able to save over 1.5 hours per week by implementing a transition 
management system designed to reduce the time required for five daily room-to-room 
transitions. 
Transitions across settings (e.g., from one room to another) are often problematic 
for several reasons. Students move through hallways together, as a group. Thus, one 
student's inappropriate behavior can disrupt the entire class' transition (e.g., one student 
misbehaves and the entire line must stop as the teacher responds to this misbehavior). 
Other problems with room-to-room transitions involve (a) difficulty monitoring all 
students, (b) close physical proximity of students, and ( c) the nature of the environment 
(e.g., a hallway opposed to a classroom where seating arrangements can be made to allow 
for easier observations of all students). These situational variables may increase the 
probability of inappropriate behavior during room-to-room transitions (Buck, 1999; 
Campbell & Skinner, 2004; Davis, Reichle, & Southard, 2000; Yarbrough, Skinner, Lee, 
& Lemmons, 2004). 
Problems during within-classroom transitions. Transitions are troublesome times 
for children who are uncertain with respect to expectations. When students do not know 
what is going to happen next, they may incorrectly define behavioral expectations, which 
may cause undesired emotional outbursts ( e.g., aggravation, frustration) and increase the 
probability of students engaging in inappropriate behavior (Kern & Vomdran, 2000; 
Ostrosky, Jung, & Hemmeter, 2002). 
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Buck (1999) and Davis et al. (2000) indicated several reasons why transitions 
between activities ( e.g., between lessons) can be difficult for students. Students are 
confronted by the need to discontinue their present activities. If these activities are 
rewarding, unfinished, or a higher probability behavior than the subsequent activity, then 
they may be less likely to cease engaging in this behavior (Skinner, Pappas, & Davis, 
2005; Zajonc, 1968). When subsequent aversive activities occur, inappropriate behavior 
( e.g., being off-task, calling out, procrastinating) may allow students to escape/avoid the 
undesired activity. Thus, inappropriate behaviors may be negatively reinforced (Gresham, 
Watson, & Skinner, 2001; Mueller, Sterling-Turner, & Moore, 2005). In some instances 
students who resist ceasing one activity may not have time to store materials from that 
activity and acquire materials for the next activity. This often results in a messy work 
area and can disrupt the subsequent activity. 
Problems with transitions also arise when students fail to stop their current 
behavior and attend to the teacher's directions for the subsequent activity. This becomes 
more problematic if the directions are ambiguous, large in number, sporadic, or given late 
(Davis et al., 2000). When students are not attending to directions or instructions for new 
activities, they are more likely to (a) fail to engage in new activities (e.g., not open the 
book and begin independent seat work), (b) fail to follow instructions ( e.g., do the 
problem on page 16 as opposed to 14), ( c) solicit another explanation from the teacher 
regarding instructions ( e.g., raise their hand and ask what they are supposed to be doing), 
and/or ( d) solicit an explanation from a classmate ( e.g., interrupt a peer to ask what the 
directions were:). 
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Another problem with transitions is that student.5 may be distracted by the 
movements and behaviors of themselves and other students (Buck, 1999). For example, a 
student with attention-deficit-hyperactive disorder may have difficulty attending to the 
teacher if peers are engaged in very disruptive transition behaviors ( e.g., making noise 
routing through their desk looking for a pencil). 
Transitions will affect and challenge teachers just as much as students (Doyle, 
1986). Even teachers with many years of experience often have difficulty occasioning 
efficient transitions from one activity to another (Alger, 1984; Connell & Carta, 1993 ; 
Sainto, 1990). Teachers who cannot efficiently transition their class from one activity to 
another are likely to become aggravated and frustrated as they find themselves having to 
repeat instructions, reprimand students for not following instructions, and react to 
students '  inappropriate and/or disruptive behaviors (Buck, 1999; Davis et al., 2000). As 
each of these side-effects of inefficient transitions reduces student time available for 
learning, these teachers may also become frustrated with having insufficient time 
available for academic activities. 
Making Transitions More Efficient 
Efficient transitions from one activity to another should appear natural, require 
little time and effort, decrease the probability of students engaging in incidental 
inappropriate behaviors, and increase time available for instruction and learning 
(Dawson-Rodriques, Lavay, Butt, & Lacourse, 1997; Rice & Spetz, 1982)� Two common 
mistakes that teachers make are not allotting enough time for transitions and not 
est�blishing routines (Buck, 1999). The time allotment problem can be addressed by 
accurately estimating and planning for the amount of time required to transition. 
5 
Consistently using effective transition Jnanagement procedures that are appropriate for 
the students (i.e., age or development level) and clearly specifying behavior expectations 
across the transition sequence (e.g. ,  stopping one activity, putting materials away, 
attending to the teacher instructions, beginning the next activity) helps to establish 
routines. 
There are several general strategies to facilitate efficient transitions. These 
strategies include using procedures and behavioral expectations for ending one activity 
and efficiently providing clear and concise directions and behavioral expectations for the 
next activity. Transition procedures should be implemented consistently and expectations 
for transition behaviors should be taught to students and supported with cues and prompts 
so that students know the expected behaviors (Buck, 1999; McLeod, Fisher, & Hoover, 
2003 ;  Mercer & Mercer, 1993; Ostrosky et al . ,  2002; Reis, 1988 ; Rice & Spetz, 1982; 
Saifer, 2003). 
All transitions must include ending an activity, so that the next activity can begin. 
To assist with ending an activity, teachers should provide time cues (e.g., approximately 
3-5 minute warning) that the activity is coming to a close. This allows students to stop 
what they are doing, clean up, record homework assignments, and place materials that 
they are working on in their appropriate places. When teachers use standard techniques 
(e.g. ,  verbal time cues) to draw an activity to a close, they introduce predictability and 
stability into the classroom and allow students to recognize cues when one lesson is 
ending and another lesson is beginning. Although standard closure procedures are 
recommended, more warning time may be needed when students are working in a 
common area ( e.g., art area) and have many materials to clean up (Buck, 1999; McLeod 
6 
et al. , 2003; Ostrosky et al. , 2002; Polloway & Patton, 1997; Reis, 1988; Rice & Spetz, 
1982; Saifer, 2003). 
After students have ceased with one activity, teachers must solicit and maintain 
student attention so that they can provide information and/or directions for the next 
activity. Student attention may be easier to acquire and maintain when consistent 
procedures are used to end an activity and deliver direction/instruction for the next 
activity. These directions and/or instructions should provide clear and concise behavioral 
expectations, describing what is to be done, when it is to be done, and how it is to be 
done. Additionally, materials for the next activity should be prepared and available 
(Buck, 1 999; McLeod et al., 2003; Ostrosky et al. , 2002; Reis, 1988 ;  Rice & Spetz, 1982; 
Saifer, 2003). 
Students, especially young students, may need direct instruction and practice in 
order to learn the behavioral expectations and routines for efficient transitions (Mercer & 
Mercer, 1993). Problems with transitions may be minimized by using a consistent 
schedule of daily activities (Rice & Spetz, 1982). Finally, reducing the number of 
transitions can reduce problems associated with stopping one activity and starting another 
(Saifer, 2003). 
These strategies and procedures may allow teachers to occasion efficient 
transitions. Effective and efficient transitions also can reduce inappropriate behavior 
(Fudge, Reese, Skinner, & Cowden, 2006), which may enhance classroom climate and 
again allow more time for learning as less time is spent reacting to ( e.g., punishing) 
undesired behaviors (Skinner, Cashwell, & A: L. Skinner, 2000). 
7 
R es ea rc h  on T rans it ions 
Researchers and educators have provided general guidelines and specific 
procedures for occasioning efficient transitions (e.g. , Buck, 1999; Saifer, 2003). 
Additionally, researchers have conducted several studies that demonstrate how effective 
transitions reduced the time required for room-to-room transitions. With many of these 
. procedures, efficient transition behavior is reinforced. 
Dawson-Rodriques et al. ( 1997) used a single subject design that include baseline, 
intervention, and maintenance to evaluate the effects of public posting and an 
independent, group-oriented contingency on secondary students' transition time from the 
locker room to the gym. The intervention included publicly posting students' names 
contingent upon timely transitions and exhibiting appropriate transition behavior ( e.g., 
.being dressed appropriately and being at their assigned spots). Each student who met 
these goals was allowed to engage in a chosen additional physical activity ( e.g. , 
hopscotch, football, etc.). The contingency resulted in immediate reduction in transition 
time. 
Campbell and Skinner (2004) used an empirical case study (i.e., A-B design) to 
evaluate the efficacy of the Timely Transitions Game (TTG) on reducing room-to-room 
transitions in a sixth-grade classroom. The intervention involved explicit timing 
procedures ( overtly using a stopwatch and recording the time it took for students to make 
a transition and publicly posting the times) and an interdependent, group-oriented reward 
program with randomly selected criteria (using preset transition and criteria cards that 
were randomly pulled). If the class met the criteria, then they would earn a letter, which 
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would spell out a specific reinforcer (e.g., P-A-R-T-Y). The results showed that the 
program was successful and weekly transition times were reduced by 1.5 hours. 
Yarbrough et al. (2004) used a six-phase withdrawal design (i.e., A-B-A-B-A-B) 
to evaluate the efficacy of the TTG on reducing room-to-room transitions in a second­
grade classroom. Like the Campbell and Skinner (2004) study, this intervention involved 
explicit timing procedures and an interdependent, group-oriented reward program with 
randomly selected criteria. The results showed that the intervention was successful as 
transition times decreased during the intervention phases and increased in the withdrawal 
phases. 
Schmit et al. (2000) tested the efficacy of an intervention that intended to 
ameliorate the flopping behavior (i.e., falling to the floor and flopping back and forth) of 
a 6-year-old with autism during within-classroom, across-activity, and across-setting 
transitions. The researchers used a photographic cue package plus verbal cues to show the 
student it was time to transition to the next activity. The photographic cue was presented 
to the student at the end of one activity, immediately preceding the anticipated transition 
to the new activity. Results indicated that the student's  flopping behavior was greatly 
reduced by giving advanced notice. 
Rules and Contingencies 
Two common elements of the aforementioned research on improving transitions 
are rules and contingencies. Rules are specifications of an association linking two 
proceedings and could take the appearance of training, guidance, or principle {Joyce, 
Joyce, & Chase, 1989). Within educational settings, rules are behavior expectations that a 
teacher has of how students should behave (Casella, 2005). 
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Rules are important in everyday life and "whether they are explicit or implicit, 
play an essential role  in any system, providing a collective framework for defining and 
shaping the actions of all members" (Buchanan-Barrow & Barrett, 1 996, p. 42). Children 
must be able to internalize and follow rules because our society is predicated on rule­
governed behavior (B. F. Skinner, 1 974). Therefore, the classroom is an appropriate 
setting for teaching children how and why rules must be followed. For this to work, 
teachers will have to structure rules according to sound research practices. 
Within-classroom rules serve many functions. They provide structure and 
meaning that teachers and children use to make sense of the world (Boostrom, 1 99 1  ). 
Rules serve to teach students to comply with authority and are also used by authority 
figures to preserve control of students, to get students to finish assignments on time, and 
to make sure that students stay protected (Casella, 2005). Rules help to establish order 
and discipline (Fields, 1 997). When order and discipline are established, learning can 
proceed and teachers can instruct the class unimpeded (McGinnis, Frederick, & Edwards, 
1995). Although rules are more likely to control behavior when there is a contingent 
relationship between following the rules and consequences, an advantage of using rules is 
that they permit behavior to be obtained more rapidly than shaping by contingencies (B. 
F. Skinner, 1969, 1 974). 
Several suggestions that follow sound research are offered to ( a) establish 
appropriate classroom rules, (b) teach classroom rules, and ( c) consistently 
enforce/reinforce rules. Appropriate rules are more easily understood and learned if they 
are limited/small in number and are clear, dire_ct, and salient. In order to enhance students' 
understanding of rules, Maroney (2000) recommends condensing a larger number of 
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more complicated rules (e.g., complex language) into fewer (optimally four or five), 
briefer ( e .g. , few words, simple language) rules. Rules should focus on necessary, not 
merely desired behaviors, and be stated in positive terms that indicate what behaviors are 
expected. Additionally, researchers have recommended that students be provided with a 
rationale for rules. Classroom rules should not conflict with the school' s code of conduct 
and they should embrace the positions of the princi pie stakeholders (Berghoff & 
Berghoff, 1984; Heins, 1996; Malone & Tietjens, 2000). 
Within academic settings, Wragg (200 I)  identified nine broad categories that can 
be made into more specific rules: movement, talking, work-related, presentation, safety, 
space, materials, social behavior, and clothing/appearance. Conversely, Fields ( 1 997) 
examined existing classroom rules and grouped them into six categories: pupil relations, 
completing academic tasks, movement around the classroom, property, safety, and other. 
Even when appropriate rules are designed, they may have to be taught. Maroney 
(2000) recommends that teachers use direct instruction, discussion, modeling, practice, 
immediate corrective feedback, coaching, and scaffolding to help students learn and 
internalize rules. Educators can teach rules by way of illustration and supervised practice, 
as well as by providing feedback at frequent intervals at the start of the school year and 
sporadically throughout the remainder of the year as deemed necessary (Buck, 1 999). 
Promin�ntly displaying classroom rules may also he]p student learn and follow rules 
(Guernesy, 1 988). 
Contingencies for following (e.g., reinforcement) or not following (e.g., 
punishment) rules should be firm (e.g., consistently applied) and fair (Guernsey 1 988 ;  
Malone, Bonitz, & Rickett, 1998). Although many classrooms have rules and 
1 1  
consequences for rule-following or rule-breaking, often the rules are vague and generic 
(Casella, 2005). For example, a student must raise her/his hand to speak. In some 
situations, this rule is desired. However, in other educational situations educators may 
want to encourage more open and free discussion. Because typical classroom rules are so 
vague and generic, educators may have difficulty enforcing them consistently across 
educational activities within their classroom. Also students may have difficulty 
determining the specific behavioral expectations (i.e., rules in place) throughout the 
school day (Fudge et al., 2006). 
The Color Wheel 
Fudge et al. (2006) recently used a withdrawal design (i.e., A-B-A-B) to evaluate 
the effects of a classroom management procedure (i.e. , Color Wheel) that incorporated 
three different sets of rules designed to establish stimulus control over fourth-grade 
students' rule-governed behavior in a general education setting. The three sets of rules 
were clear, brief, and fair. The teacher was taught how to use the rules and given 
immediate feedback on implementation of the Color Wheel procedure. The rules were 
then taught, appraised, and discussed with the class (Berghoff & Berghoff, 1 984; Buck, 
1999; Guernsey, 1988; Heins, 1 996; Malone et al., 1 998; Malone & Tietjens, 2000; 
Maroney, 2000). 
Each set of rules in the Color Wheel procedure was designed to address different 
classroom activities and were coded red, yellow, and green. The first set of rules (i.e., the 
green rules) was designed for situations in the classroom where children were allowed to 
talk and move freely about the roofl}. Common activities where these rules are 
1 2  
appropriate include art, music, and free time. The green rules were (a) use inside voice to 
share with others, (b) respect others, and ( c) hands and feet to self 
The second set of rules (i.e., the yellow rules) was designed for classroom 
situations where students needed to attend to tasks or speakers. Common activities where 
yellow rules are appropriate include independent seat-work, classwide teacher-led 
instruction, recitation sessions, and small group instruction. The yellow rules were ( a) in 
seat, (b) raise hand to speak, (c) hands and feet to self, (d) eyes on teacher or work, and 
( e) raise hands to leave seat. 
The final set of rules (i.e., the red rules) was designed for situations in the 
classroom when the teacher wanted students to cease an activity and start another (i.e . ,  
transitions) and/or situations that required the students' undivided attention (i.e. , teach a 
new procedure). The red rules were (a) in seat, (b) desk clear, (c) no talking, (d) no hand 
raising, (e) hands ready to work, and (f) eyes on teacher. The teacher was trained to 
employ red rules to make transitions from one activity to another more efficient. For 
example, suppose the class were engaged in independent seat-work (working under 
yellow rules) and the teacher wanted to transition the class to another activity. The 
teacher would provide two verbal warnings (a 2-minute and a 30-second warning) that 
the Color Wheel was about to switch to red and the red rules would be in effect . These 
warnings would cause the students to stop what they were doing, put all materials away, 
and attend to the teacher when he changed the rules from yellow to red. Thus, using red 
would increase the probability of the teacher having students' undivided attention as he 
introduced the next activity. 
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Fudge et al. (2006) found lower levels of inappropriate verbalization during 
phases when the Color Wheel intervention was applied. Additionally, they found an 
immediate increase in inappropriate verbalizations when the Color Wheel procedure was 
withdrawn. However, there were several limitations associated with this study including 
(a) target behavior selection, (b) unit of analysis, which was class average data, (c) weak 
treatment integrity data, and (d) interaction effects contaminating findings. 
Target behavior. Fudge et al. (2006) showed that the Color Wheel decreased an 
undesirable behavior (i.e., inappropriate verbalizations). However, researchers did not 
measure the effect of the Color Wheel on desired behaviors. While many classroom 
management procedures have targeted decreasing disruptive behavior, researchers have 
suggested that increasing desired behaviors may be a more appropriate goal (e.g. ,  
Winnett & Winkler, 1 972). When educators reduce one form of an undesirable behavior, 
that class of behavior may be replaced with other undesirable behaviors that serve the 
same function. For example, a program may be implemented that causes a student to stop 
leaving her/his seat. However, if the child is leaving her/his seat for attention, then that 
child may begin to call out (a topographically dissimilar but functionally equivalent form 
of disruptive behavior) in order to receive attention (Gresham et al. , 200 1 ;  Wahler, 1975). 
By altering programs to increase desired target behaviors, educators can (a) set 
target behavior goals in positive, "to do" terms (Berghotf & Berghoff, 1984; Heins, 
1 996), (b) increase student compliance (Buck, 1 999), (c) increase learning rates as 
students engage in desired behaviors, and ( d) decrease undesirable incompatible 
behaviors (Lentz, 1 988; Winnett & Winkler, 1 972). Lentz recommends targeting on-task 
behaviors. Lentz defined on-task behavior as the students having their heads oriented 
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towards the work material or, while in a lecture or discussion group, the students' heads 
are oriented toward the speaker. 
Lentz (1 988) indicated other benefits associated with evaluating the effects of 
classroom management programs on students' on-task behavior. Lentz suggests that this 
general class of behavior is easy to observe and flexible enough to be applied across a 
variety of educational activities, settings, and across all students in a classroom. For 
example, when a teacher is delivering instructions or asking a question during a classwide 
recitation, having all students oriented toward the teacher ( e.g., paying attention) may 
increase learning, decrease incompatible disruptive behaviors ( e.g., students talking to 
each other), decrease teacher time spent responding to these disruptions ( e.g. , 
reprimanding the students), and decrease the need for the teacher to repeat directions or 
instructions (Cashwell, Skinner, & Smith, 2001 ;  Skinner, Cashwell et al. , 2000). During 
independent seat-work activities, (e.g., doing math assignments), increasing on-task 
behavior is likely to have similar positive effects on student academic (e.g., completing 
assignments) and social behaviors ( e.g. , decreasing disruptive behaviors). 
Unit of ana(vsis. A second limitation associated with the Fudge et al. (2006) 
study was the unit of analysis. Fudge et al. used a partial interval recording system to 
analyze class-wide data. Thus, if any student was observed engaging in inappropriate 
talking, the interval was scored for the entire class. These procedures allowed researchers 
to consistently record class-wide inappropriate talking data. However, the data-recording 
procedures present two serious limitations. 
All behavior takes place ,1 the individual organism level. The data recording 
procedures used by Fudge et al.- (2006) did not allow for analysis of anyone students' 
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behavior. Thus, it was not possible to analyze the effects of the Color Wheel procedure 
on specific students. 
The measurement strategy employed by Fudge et al. (2006) also may yield an 
insensitive measure of behavior (Skinner, Rhymer, & McDaniel, 2000). Partial interval 
recording overestimates behavior (Lentz, 1988). This overestimate was likely 
exaggerated when recording the presence of a behavior when any student (i.e., anyone in 
the class) engages in a target behavior. For example, in a 25 second interval, only one of 
20 students in the class may have engaged in inappropriate talking for 2 seconds. 
Although 95% of the class never engaged in inappropriate talking and the student who 
did engage in inappropriate talking only did so for 1 0% of the interval, ·the entire interval 
was scored as inappropriate talking. Although holding the data collection procedures 
constant across conditions prevents these measurement limitations from threatening 
internal validity, more sensitive data collection procedures could allow for more precise 
theoretical and applied interpretation of results. 
Treatment integrity. In the Fudge et al. (2006) study, researchers (a) provided 
extensive training to the teacher regarding the implementation of the Color Wheel 
intervention, (b) supplied him with a protocol describing intervention procedures, and ( c) 
provided corrective feedback to the teacher when he made errors in implementing the 
Color Wheel intervention. All three of these procedures have been shown to enhance 
treatment integrity (DiGennaro, Martens, & McIntyre, 2005; Gottfredson 1993 ; Witt, 
VanDerHeyden, & Gilbertson, 2004). However, researchers did not use a systematic 
procedure to assess treatment integrity. In applied research, treatment integrity data does 
not allow one to rule out history effects (i.e. , that some other event caused the change in 
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student behavior). However, treatment integrity data can allow researchers to more 
carefully assess the quality of treatment implementation which can have both applied 
(e.g., is more training needed to get integrity?) and theoretical (e.g., must the intervention 
be implemented consistently to bring about changes in behavior?) implications. 
Interaction effects. The most serious limitation with the Fudge et al. (2006) study 
was the possible interaction of treatment effects with other classroom activities. Prior to 
and during the implementation of the Color Wheel intervention, the teacher was 
implementing an independent, group-oriented punishment system (i.e. ,  response-cost 
system where each student lost points, privileges, and/or opportunities to engage in 
desired activities such as recess) contingent upon inappropriate behaviors. When the 
Color Wheel system was implemented, the teacher maintained this response-cost system. 
Fudge et al. (2006) indicated that the Color Wheel intervention may have 
interacted with the response-cost system. Specifically, the researchers observed that prior 
to implementing the Color Wheel the response-cost system was implemented based on 
poorly defined and vague contingencies. Fudge et al. reported that when the Color Wheel 
intervention was implemented, the teacher appeared to implement the response-cost 
system with more consistency. This may have been caused by the teacher having a 
clearer understanding of behavioral expectations at any given moment in time. 
Furthermore, this may have been caused by a decrease in inappropriate behaviors which 
made it easier for the teacher to identify and punish inappropriate behaviors that did 
occur. Regardless, the Fudge et al. study does not allow one to conclude whether (a) the 
Color Wheel, (b) the enhanced integrity of response cost implementation, and/or ( c) an 
interaction of both caused the decrease in undesirable behavior. 
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Summmy and Pmpose 
A classroom management system should be empirically validated, focused on 
student behavior, efficient and easy for the teacher to use, and provide quick and stable 
instructive feedback of desired behaviors (Ritter et al. ,  1 997). Additionally, these systems 
need to allow for effective and efficient transitions from one activity to another (Buck, 
1 999; Dawson-Rodriques et al. , 1997; Rice & Spetz, 1 982; Sainto, 1 990). The Color 
Wheel intervention described by Fudge et al. (2006) appears to be a classroom 
management system that meets these criteria. 
The purpose of the current study was to replicate and extend research on the Color 
Wheel classroom management system. Research on the Color Wheel was extended by 
addressing some of the limitations associated with the Fudge et al. (2006) study. First, the 
effects of the Color Wheel on on-task behavior were measured. Second, a novel data 
collection system were developed which allowed for analysis of individual and class­
wide behavior. Third, systematic procedures were used to collect treatment integrity data. 
Additionally, student and teacher acceptability were assessed to determine if this 
intervention is not only effective but desired. Finally, the interaction effects of the 
response-cost system and the Color Wheel were controlled by withdrawing the 
independent, group-oriented response-cost systems during the intervention phases. 
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Participants 
Chapter II 
Methods 
Participants were a general education teacher and his 12  students ( seven African 
American females and five African American males) from an intact general education, 
public school, second-grade classroom located in the Southeast (see Table 1 for student 
demographics)1• None of the students were receiving special education services. The 
school was in an urban environment with a student population that was predominately 
(90%) minority and from low economic status homes (88% of students receive free or 
reduced lunch). All students were 7 or 8 years old. The teacher, a male, had over 20 years 
of elementary school teaching experience and was 54 years old. 
Prior to the start of the study, the primary researcher, a school psychology 
graduate student, met with the curriculum coordinator and teacher to explain the purpose 
of the study and to solicit their involvement. Following the meeting, both the teacher and 
curriculum coordinator provided support for the study. Next, formal permission to run the 
study was solicited and obtained from appropriate University and School System human 
subject research committees. Parental permission and student assent were obtained by 
having the parents and students sign consent and assent forms (see Appendices A, B, and 
C). 
1 All Figures and Tables are located in the appendix 
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Setting 
The current study was conducted in a general education classroom. The classroom 
contained approximately 1 5  student desks with matching chairs, which were typically 
oriented toward the front of the classroom, facing the teacher's desk and the blackboard. 
In addition, there was a large area on the floor that was sometimes used for small group 
instruction, learning centers, and group reading. A television in one corner of the 
classroom displayed school announcements and was used to show educational videos to 
the class. 
Materials 
The primary researcher prepared three different posterboards that were of equal 
size but different colors (red, yellow, and green). The rules were printed in large block 
black letters with a 36  size font that corresponded to each color. The rules were as 
follows: 
Red Rules - in seat, desk clear, no talking, no hand raising, hands ready to 
work, and eyes on teacher. 
Yellow Rules - in seat, raise hand to speak, hands and feet to self, eyes on 
teacher or work, and raise hands to leave seat. 
Green Rules - use inside voice to share with others, respect others, and 
hands and feet to self 
In addition to the posted rules, a Color Wheel was made that contained the three 
colors. To construct the wheel, one circle wheel was made of white poster board with a 
pie-shaped wedge section cutout. This we�ge was 1/3 of the white circle. A similar size 
circle was covered with red, yellow, and green paper. Each color was a wedge 
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comprising l /3 of the circle. During the intervention phases of the study, a thumbtack 
was used to mount the Color Wheel in the front of the classroom so that the white circle 
with the cutout was placed over the circle with the three colors, allowing the teacher to 
turn the white circle in a manner that allowed for only one color to be seen. 
In order to collect direct observation data, the primary researcher verbally 
recorded direct observation interval cues onto an audiocassette tape. While collecting 
direct observation data, the researcher( s) used a tape-player with earplugs to signal 
observing and recording intervals. Earplugs were used so that researchers could collect 
data in a nonobtrusive manner. Interval data were recorded on researcher-constructed 
data recording sheets containing intervals that corresponded to the tape. 
R es earch Design and Da ta Analysis Procedur es 
Res em·ch design. A withdrawal design (i.e . ,  B-C-B-C) was used to determine if 
the Color Wheel intervention would cause an increase in on-task behavior. During typical 
classroom management (TCM) phases (B phases), no changes were made to typical 
classroom management procedures, which included a response-cost system designed to 
punish inappropriate behaviors. 
The response-cost system involved having all the students start each day with l 00 
points. Each student would lose points in five point increments for different offenses 
(e.g., talking without permission, being off-task, cursing, etc.). When a student fell below 
80 points for the day, half of the classroom privileges were lost ( e.g., loss of half of 
recess time, loss of computer time). When a student fell below 60 points for the day, all 
classroom privileges were suspended and the student' s parents were called and informed 
about the disruptive behavior the student engaged in.· During the treatment phases (C 
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phases), the teacher used the Color Wheel to provide explicit behavioral expectations for 
students while they engaged in different activities and to help manage behaviors during 
transitions. To achieve greater experimental control (i.e., control for possible interaction 
effects), the response-cost system was discontinued during the treatment phases. 
D at a  an aly sis p rocedures. Data were analyzed using visual analyses and effect 
size comparisons. Visual analyses were conducted using time-series graphs depicting 
class average data for each session. Additionally, researchers graphed and analyzed the 
data from the three students with the lowest levels of on-task behavior during the initial 
TCM phase. Visual analyses were used to compare on-task levels across phases with 
respect to level, trend, and variability. Across phase changes also were examined to 
assess immediacy of change. The graphed data for the class (i.e., class average data) were 
used to determine when the data series were appropriate for changing phases (e.g., stable 
enough and/or trending in the appropriate direction). 
In addition to visual analyses, statistical analyses were conducted by calculating 
effect sizes (ES) for both the entire class and each student in the class. To calculate ES, 
Olive and Smith (2005) recommend subtracting the mean of the initial baseline phase (in 
the current study the initial TCM phase) from the mean of each intervention phase and 
dividing by the standard deviation of the initial baseline phase. However, this 
recommendation violates a basic single-subject design analysis procedure which suggests 
only comparing data across adjacent phases (Kazdin, 200 1 ;  Richards, Taylor, Ramasamy, 
& Richards, 1999). Therefore, in the current study effect sizes were calculated for all 
adjacent phases (e.g., MC I - MB I/ SDB I ,  MC2 - MB2/ SDB2, and MCJ - MB2/ SDB2) 
for the class average data and for each individual student's data. 
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Dependent m ea su res. For the current study, the target behavior was on-task (OT) 
behavior. OT behavior was operationally defined as the students having her/his head 
oriented towards the work material ( e.g. , book) and/or the person speaking. Additionally, 
OT was recorded when a student was following the teacher's directions (e.g. , "Phil b ring 
y our paper to m e  'l 
There are several reasons why OT was selected as the target behavior. First, OT 
includes desired behaviors across classroom activities. Second, having more students OT 
makes classroom instruction easier. Third, when students are OT, transitions from one 
subject to another may be more efficient and increase instructional and learning time. 
Finally, OT behavior was selected because it could be easily observed on a class-wide 
basis. 
Momentary time sampling was used to record OT. Data were collected on 
consecutive school days for 20-minute sessions, between 10:20 and 10:40 in the morning. 
This time was selected because the teacher typically scheduled a transition from reading 
to math during this time. 
Observation intervals were divided into 20-second periods. At the moment the 
tape recorder signaled an interval, observers noted all 1 2  students' behavior at that 
moment and then recorded those who were off-task by placing a slash on their data 
recording sheets (see appendix D) over the number representing that student. Thus, if 
students 2, 6, and IO were off-task during the moment the second interval was signaled, 
the observer would write a slash over each student's number (i.e., 2, 6, and l 0) for that 
interval. If a student did not have a slash on his interval number, he/she was on-task 
during the moment the interval was read on the tape. This class-wide momentary time 
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sampling procedure allowed researchers to estimate time on-task for each student and for 
the entire class. 
For the current study, the primary dependent variable was the class-wide percent 
intervals of OT behavior. This was calculated for each session by summing across all 
students the total number of intervals scored and dividing by the total ( again summed 
across all students and intervals) number of intervals observed and multiplying by 100. 
Individual student data were also analyzed. For each session, percent intervals on-task 
was calculated by dividing the total number of intervals on-task by the total number of 
intervals observed and multiplying by 100. 
Procedures 
General procedures. During September, the primary researcher met with the 
teacher and explained the purpose of the study and what his responsibilities were during 
the study. After the teacher agreed to participate, the primary researcher and an 
independent researcher, also a school psychology graduate student, trained in the data 
collection procedures starting in the middle of October. Five sessions of collecting and 
modifying data collection procedure were needed. During the last week of October the 
primary researcher and independent observer achieved 90% or above interobserver 
agreement on two consecutive 20 minute sessions. Thus, the initial baseline phase began 
in early November and the study lasted until the second week of December. 
Experimental Phases 
During the initial TCM phase (i.e., baseline phase), the researchers collected data 
on consecutive school days until the class-wide data-series were appropriate for 
implementing the intervention ( e.g., level, trend, and variability were appropriate). This 
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required 6 consecutive school days. Immediately after the last TCM datum point was 
recorded, the researcher spent the next 1 .5 school days training the teacher on the Color 
Wheel intervention implementation. The initial Golor Wheel intervention phase was run 
until a clear treatment effect emerged. This required 5 consecutive school days. The 
withdrawal phase lasted for at least 3 consecutive school days. During the final phase, the 
Color Wheel procedure was reinstated and data were collected until there was an 
apparent treatment effect (i.e., 4 consecutive school days). Although data collection 
ceased, informal direct observation indicated that the teacher continued to implement the 
intervention for the remainder of the school year. 
TCM ph ase s: B ase line and w ith d raw al. During the TCM phases (i.e., initial B 
phase and withdrawal phase) all typical classroom procedures were in place including the 
response-cost system designed to punish inappropriate behavior. When the withdrawal 
phase was implemented the teacher removed the Color Wheel and posted rules, stopped 
providing transition warnings, and re-instituted the response-cost system designed to 
punish inappropriate behavior. 
During TCM phases the researcher(s) recording direct observation data on 
consecutive school days. The primary researcher took a seat in the front corner of the 
classroom at least 1 0  minutes prior to data collection. The researcher(s) used a hand-held 
cassette recorder and pre-constructed tape to track intervals and data collection sheets to 
record the presence of OT behavior by using direct observation. On one session per 
phase, 22.2% of the sessions, a second trained observer used identical procedures to 
simultaneously record direct observation data. These data were used to measure 
interobserver agreement. The researchers plugged both of their earpieces into the same 
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cassette recorder to minimize class disruptions and to ensure that both researchers 
recorded at the same intervals. The observers oriented themselves so they could not see 
each other's recordings. 
Intervention training. After recording data for the last TCM session, the primary 
researcher met with the teacher during his planning period (i.e., an hour during the day 
with no child monitoring or teaching duties) to plan and practice implementing the 
intervention. The primary researcher brought the Color Wheel and the three different 
colored posterboards (red, yellow, and green) to the classroom and posted them in the 
front of the room in plain view. Next, the primary researcher used description, 
demonstration, practice, immediate corrective feedback, praise, and discussion to instruct 
the teacher how to implement the Color Wheel procedure. 
The teacher was reminded to use the Color Wheel to set expectations for 
classroom behavior, depending upon the specific activity that was planned. The teacher 
was familiar with the Color Wheel intervention because he used the procedure with a 
prior class. The teacher was reminded to use yellow for instructional activities where he 
expected students to stay in their seats and raise their hands to speak or to ask permission 
to leave their seats. Such activities included independent seat-work (e.g., working on tests 
or assignments), lectures, and recitations (i.e., the teacher is speaking, asking students 
questions, and responding to questions). The teacher was informed that green was used 
for general free time activities where students were allowed to leave their seats and 
socialize in an appropriate manner. 
Finally, the teacher was instructed on when to use red. First, the teacher was told 
that red should always be used for transitions from one classroom activity to another. 
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During red, students are required to be in their seats, with their desks cleared, and looking 
at the teacher. Because red required students to cease their previous activities and put all 
materials needed for that activity away, the teacher was instructed to provide students 
with a 2 minute warning and a 30 second warning prior to moving the Color Wheel to red 
(e.g., the teacher announced, "the Color Wheel will be turned to red in 30 seconds"). 
After the teacher turned the Color Wheel to red, he was instructed to turn around and 
quickly provide clear directions to the students for the next activity. 
The teacher was encouraged to use red frequently (e .g . ,  every time that he 
switched from one activity to another) to allow for efficient transitions. He was also 
reminded that the goal is to have students successfully follow the rules and that it is 
difficult for children to follow the red rules. Thus, while he was encouraged to switch to 
red frequently, he was also instructed to keep the amount of time on red brief by 
delivering instructions or direction quickly. 
The teacher was told that he could use time on green as reinforcement, but he 
should not use time on red as punishment, as students who are upset over being punished 
are unlikely to follow the rµles for red. Additionally, the teacher was instructed during the 
first week of the intervention to frequently have students read and re-read the rules prior 
to switching the Color Wheel (when switching to red) or after switching the color (when 
going from red to yellow or green) and use frequent labeled praise for appropriate rule 
following behavior. Finally, the teacher was reminded that he must suspend the response­
cost system and take no points from students throughout the day during the Color Wheel 
phases. 
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After this brief description and discussion of how to use the Color Wheel, the 
teacher practiced implementing the Color Wheel intervention. The teacher was given the 
treatment protocol (see Appendix E) and both the teacher and the researcher practiced 
playing the role of student while the other engaged in typical teaching behaviors. They 
practiced altering the Color Wheel for various classroom situations. Specifically, the 
teacher practiced transitioning from one activity to another ( e.g., reading to math) by first 
providing a 2-minute warning that the Color Wheel was going to red, followed by a 30-
second warning, calling on a student to recite the rules for red, turning the wheel to red, 
praising students for following red rules, and then providing instructions under red and 
turning it back to the next color ( e.g., yellow for next instructional activity). If the 
students were not following the red rules the teacher would remain silent until the 
students were following the rules. If that did not work the teacher would remind the 
students that they were on red, that the red rules were in effect, and recite the red rules to 
the class. 
The following school day, the teacher implemented the Color Wheel intervention. 
In the morning before the students arrived, he posted the colored rules on top of the 
blackboard and placed the Color Wheel on the blackboard ledge so that the rule and 
Color Wheel could be viewed by the entire class. Additionally, he taped the treatment 
protocol on his desk to guide him through the procedures if necessary (see Appendix F). 
When the class arrived that morning, the teacher introduced the Color Wheel and 
rules to the class. He asked one of the students to read the red rules. Next, he asked 
another student to read the yellow rules. Finally, he had a third student read the green 
rules. The teacher then proceeded to explain how the Color Wheel worked in conjunction 
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with the rules. He then had a few practice runs with the class. After answering questions, 
he returned to his scheduled activities using the Color Wheel to indicate the classroom 
rules currently in place and to transition from one classroom activity to another, thus 
beginning the first intervention phase. 
No student behavior data were collected during the first day of the intervention 
implementation. Instead the primary researcher remained in the classroom the entire 
school day and provided praise, encouragement, and corrective feedback to the teacher. 
The primary researcher was also able to answer questions or address concerns about the 
Color Wheel intervention as they arose. 
Independent variable: The Color Wheel. During both intervention phases, data 
collection procedures were identical to those used during the TCM phases (i.e., initial B 
phase and withdrawal phase). Data collection for the first intervention session began the 
next morning at 10:20 A.M. The primary researcher arrived before school started to 
review procedures with the teacher and answer questions. The teacher began the day by 
using a recitation session to remind the students of the rules. While doing so he kept the 
Color Wheel on yellow, to re-teach the rules. Although the teacher used the Color Wheel 
throughout the day, the researchers only collected data during 10:20 to 10:40 in the 
morning . During this time, students made at least one transition, from reading to math 
activities. 
During the initial withdrawal phase, the teacher removed the Color Wheel and 
posted rules before the students arrived and began the morning by stating that they were 
going back to typical classroom procedures and would no l9nger use the Color Wheel. 
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During this phase, the teacher reinstated TCM procedure including the response-cost 
system. 
lnterobserver Agreement 
Two observers collected data simultaneously on 22% of the experimental sessions 
(four sessions, one session per phase). Percent interobserver agreement was calculated by 
summing the totaled number of agreements on each interval for each student and dividing 
by the total number of agreements plus disagreements and multiplying by 100. Results 
showed percent interobserver agreement ranged from 81 %-92%, (M = 87%). 
Treatment Integrity 
During each intervention phase observation session, the primary researcher used a 
treatment integrity checklist (see Appendix E) to record the teacher's behavior during all 
of the intervention sessions. The researcher recorded whether the teacher (a) announced 
to the class that the activity presently being worked on would cease and the Color Wheel 
would go from the color the class was on (yellow or green) to red and the red rules would 
be in effect, (b) tum around, give the class a chance to respond to the request, and give 
the 2-minute warning for the change, ( c) give the clas� a 30-second warning, ( d) turn the 
Color Wheel to red, (e) attend to any inappropriate behavior, (f) facilitate transition, (g) 
start new activity, (h) turn Color Wheel from red to either yellow or green, and (i) follows 
all the rules for each color. Direct observation data showed that the teacher never made 
an error implementing the Color Wheel intervention (i.e., treatment integrity data were 
100% for all observed sessions). Additionally, the teacher was never observed taking 
points during intervention phase�. This high level of treatment integrity was likely 
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influenced by the teacher implementing the procedure with his fourth-grade class the 
previous year. 
To ensure that the treatment was not used during the withdrawal phase, the posted 
Color Wheel and Rules were removed but hung back up at the start of the second 
treatment phase. Additionally, during all assessment sessions the teacher was never 
observed providing transition warnings (i.e., 2-minute or 30-second warnings) or 
mentioning the Color Wheel or specific colors and their corresponding rules during the 
TCM phases. 
T eacher and St u d ent Acceptab ility 
After data collection ceased, the teacher and the students completed treatment 
acceptability scales. The teacher acceptability form (see Table 2) consisted of 1 0  
questions with Likert scale responses ranging from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 6 (Strongly 
Agree). For all items, a 6 indicate a highly acceptable rating and a I indicated a very 
unacceptable rating. The teacher was given the form after the last day of data collection 
and asked to complete it. 
The student acceptability form (see Table 3) contained 1 2  questions which 
required the students to mark yes if they agreed with the statement or no if they disagreed 
with the statement. The student acceptability form was administered to the entire class. 
Specifically, on the school day after data collection ceased, the primary researcher passed 
out the forms and had the students complete each item after each item was read out loud. 
Students were told that there was no right or wrong answers. The primary researcher 
answered questions the students had rega�ding items immediately after they were read. 
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Chapter III 
Results 
Class-wi de D ata Analy si s  
Vi su al an aly si s  of ti me se rie s g rap hs. Across all experimental phases, momentary 
time-sampling data were collected for each student. These data were used to calculate 
class-average OT behavior for each session. Class average OT behavior data are 
displayed in Figure 1. Visual analysis of Figure 1 shows no clear trend during the initial 
TCM phase (B phase) with OT behavior occurring between 36%-52% (M = 48.7, SD = 
13 . 7) of the intervals observed. Immediately after the Color Wheel intervention was 
initiated, OT behavior increased dramatically and remained higher than during any 
session of the initial TCM phase (M = 86.5, SD = 1.2 , range 82%-90%). The initial 
treatment phase data revealed no consistent trend but were more stable than the initial 
TCM data. 
Figure 1 shows that immediately after the Color Wheel intervention was 
withdrawn, OT behavior decreased (M = 41.5, SD = 11.7, range 30%-53%) to initial 
TCM phase levels. The withdrawal phase shows a clear decreasing trend in OT behavior 
with the third session showing the lowest levels of OT behavior across all experimental 
phases. Figure 1 shows that immediately after the Color Wheel was re-implemented 
(final treatment phase) OT behavior returned to 80% (M = 83 .0, SD = 13 .5, range 80%-
86%) with a clear increasing trend in OT behavior across this phase. Additionally, 
analysis of Figure 1 shows no overlapping data points across treatment phases and TCM 
phases. Thus, for each session, OT behavior was always higher during intervention 
conditions than during the TCM phases. 
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The clear, immediate, and consistent increases in OT behavior following the 
application of the Color Wheel intervention provided two demonstrations of experimental 
control . The clear and immediate decrease in OT behavior following the withdrawal of 
the treatment provides a third demonstration of experimental control .  Thus, visual 
analysis of Figure 1 suggests that the Color Wheel intervention caused increases in class­
wide OT behavior. 
St at ist ical analy sis of class-w id e dat a. Visual analysis of Figure 1 was 
supplemented with statistical analysis by calculating effect sizes (ES) across each 
adjacent phase (see Appendix G for complete descriptive statistics). Effect size for B l  
and C 1 was calculated by subtracting the phase mean for B 1 from the phase mean of C 1 
and dividing by the standard deviation of B l. The calculated effect size was 7.6. B2 to C2 
effect size was calculated using a similar formula, (ES. = MC2 - MB2 I SDB2) with ES 
=3.5. Th�se data show large (according to Cohen, 1988) increases in OT behavior after 
the treatment was appl ied. When Cl  was compared to B2 (ES= MC 1 - MB2 I SDB2) the 
effect size was -3.75 . This analysis shows a large decrease in OT behavior after the 
treatment was withdrawn. 
Sum mary of class av er ag e  an aly sis. Visual analysis of class average OT behavior 
data showed clear, consistent, and immediate changes in OT behavior after the Color 
Wheel intervention was applied and withdrawn . Across all three effect size calculations, 
results support the visual analysis of Figure 1 by showing large (according to Cohen, 
1988) changes in behavior across phases . Thus, both statistical and visual analysis 
suggests that the Color Wheel intervention increased OT behavior on a class-wide basis. 
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Within-Student Data Analysis 
Statistical analysis. Table 4 presents the phase mean and standard deviation data 
of OT behavior for each student across phases (TCM 1 & 2, TX 1 & 2). Table 5 presents 
the effect size data of OT behavior across phases for each student across the three 
adjacent phases. Table 4 shows that across all 12 students, average OT behavior was 
higher during each Color Wheel phase than during the TCM phases (B phases). Table 5 
displays the ES data for adjacent phases for each student. These data show effect sizes of 
1.0 or higher (large according to Cohen, 1988) for each student across all these adjacent 
phases. These 36 separate ES analyses suggest that the Color Wheel intervention 
enhanced OT behavior in all 12 students. 
Visual analysis of the three lowest students. Figures 2, 3, and 4 display the time­
series data for the three students (1, 1 1, & 12) with the lowest OT behavior levels during 
the initial TCM phase (B phase). Student 1 's data are displayed in Figure 2. During the 
initial TCM phase, student 1 's OT behavior ranged from 16%-25% of the intervals 
observed with a slightly decreasing trend in OT behavior. Immediately after the treatment 
was initiated, OT behavior increased to 50%-98% of the intervals observed with no clear 
trend during the phase. Immediately after the Color Wheel was withdrawn, OT behavior 
decreased to TCM levels (M = 21 % ). Immediately after the treatment was re­
implemented (final treatment phase), OT behavior increased to 48% with an increasing 
trend during the final phase. 
Figure 2 sho�s highly variable OT behavior data within the final three phases 
relative t9 the initial TCM phase. However, OT behavior was greater on all treatment 
sessions than during the TCM sessions. Additionally, the immediate and large changes in 
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OT behavior after conditions were changed provide three demonstration of experimental 
control. Thus, visual analysis of Figure 2 suggests that the intervention enhanced OT 
behavior of student 1 .  This conclusion is supported by effect size data presented in Table 
5 ,  which shows across phase effects sizes of 8.7, 4.4, and -5.6. 
Figure 3 displays the time-series data for student 11. The initial TCM phase (B 
phase) (range 3 1  %-43%) and the two treatment phases (ranges of 85%-98% and 88%-
97%, respectively) show no clear trends and little variance. Figure 3 shows immediate 
and large changes in OT behavior after the treatment was applied. When the treatment 
was withdrawn (second B phase), OT behavior remained at the treatment phase level for 
the initial session. However, the OT behavior level dropped sharply after the next two 
sessions. The one session delay in OT behavior decreasing during the withdrawal phase 
makes interpretation somewhat difficult. 
Visual analysis of Figure 3 provides two clear demonstrations of experimental 
control (i.e., the initial demonstration and the replication of a treatment effect) and one 
less clear demonstration of experimental control (i.e., a delayed withdrawal effect) when 
the treatment was withdrawn. Student 1 1  never displayed higher levels of OT behavior in 
the TCM and withdrawal phase than during the intervention phases. Thus, visual analysis 
of Figure 3 ,  suggest that the treatment caused increases in OT behavior for Student 11 . 
This conclusion is supported by effect size data presented in Table 5 ,  which show across­
phase effects sizes of 8.5, 1 .4, and -8.0. 
Figure 4 display·s the percentage of intervals student 12 was observed engaging in 
OT behavior across phases. The initial TCM phase (B phase) shows variable levels of OT 
behavior (range 1 8%-56%) with a decreasing trend followed by an increasing trend. 
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Immediately after the treatment was initiated, OT behavior increased to 83%-98% of the 
intervals observed. Immediately after the Color Wheel was withdrawn, OT behavior 
decreased and remained at levels lower than the initial treatment phase. Immediately after 
the treatment was re-implemented (final treatment phase), OT behavior returned to 88% 
and remained at high levels. 
Unfortunately, the increasing trend during the initial TCM phase (B phase) 
prevents one from drawing conclusions based on the initial phase change. However, the 
large and immediate changes in OT behavior when the withdrawal phase was 
implemented and when the treatment was re-applied provide two demonstrations of 
experimental control. Additionally, Student l 2's OT behavior was higher during all 
treatment phases than during the highest TCM phase (i.e., no overlapping data points). 
Thus, visual analysis of Figure 4 suggests that the treatment did cause increases in 
student I2's OT behavior. This interpretation is suppo1ted by effect size data presented in 
Table 5, which shows large effect sizes across phases (ES = 3.0, 8 .0, and -8.0). 
Summary of wi thi n- student an alysi s. For the current study, the primary dependent 
variable was class-average data and decisions regarding when to change phases were 
based on these data, not individual student data. Thus, visual analysis of graphed data for 
the three students with the lowest levels of OT behavior was hindered by increasing 
trends and insufficient data points in the withdrawal phase. Despite these limitations, 
visual analysis of these three student's time-series graphs support the conclusion that the 
Color Wheel intervention increased their OT behavior. This conclusion is supported by 
statistical analysis that showed large effect size changes across all three adjacent phases 
for all three students. 
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For all 12 participating students, there were three adjacent phases. Comparisons 
across these phases offer three within-student opportunities to demonstrate experimental 
control. Effect size data for each of these 36 comparisons were greater than 1 (i.e., large 
effect size according to Cohen, 1988) and always in the predicted direction. This analysis 
showed that the Color Wheel intervention did not have an aversive effect on any student's 
OT behavior and suggest that the Color Wheel intervention caused large changes in OT 
behavior across all students. 
Acceptability 
Teacher acceptability. The teacher's responses to the acceptability form are 
depicted in Table 6. The teacher's average score across all of the items was 5.8. Out of the 
10 items, the teacher rated 7 items strongly agree and 3 items agree. These responses 
indicate a strong level of teacher acceptability. 
Student acceptability. Table 7 depicts the number of students responding yes and 
no to each of the student acceptability items. Ten of the students marked "yes" to all the 
questions, one student marked "no" to the question "the Color Wheel helped me behave 
better" (i.e., question 4), and one student marked "no" to the question "I would like to 
have the Color Wheel in all my classes" (i.e., question 3). These responses indicate a 
strong level of student acceptability. 
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Chapter IV 
Discussion 
The current study was designed to replicate and extend research on the Color 
Wheel classroom management system. The current study suggests that implementing the 
Color Wheel intervention increased OT behavior in the second-grade classroom. These 
results were apparent for the entire class, including the three individual students with the 
highest levels of off-task behavior during the initial TCM phase (B phase). Thus, the 
current study supports previous findings (i.e., Fudge et al., 2006), which suggested that 
the Color Wheel is an effective classroom management procedure. 
The current study extended previous research on the Color Wheel and addressed 
several limitations associated with the Fudge et al. (2006) study. Perhaps the biggest 
threat to internal validity associated with the Fudge et al. study was the failure to control 
for an interaction effect. Fudge et al. suggested that implementing the Color Wheel 
intervention may have enhanced the treatment integrity of an independent, group-oriented 
response-cost system that was implemented across all phases of their study. Specifically, 
Fudge et al. reported that the teacher's consistency and immediacy in removing points 
and privileges contingent upon students' rule-breaking behavior may have been enhanced 
during the Color Wheel phases of their study. This may have occurred for two reasons. 
First, the Color Wheel intervention appeared to reduce inappropriate behaviors. With 
misbehavior rates down, the teacher may have been better able to detect inappropriate 
behaviors and immediately remove points contingent upon those behaviors. Second, 
training and implementation of the Color Wheel intervention may have made the teacher 
more aware of specific rules at any given time, thus enhancing the consistency with 
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which he implemented the response-cost system. In the current study, this threat to 
internal validity was controlled by eliminating the application of the response-cost system 
during the Color Wheel phases. Thus, the changes in OT behavior could not have been 
caused by the teacher implementing the response-cost system with greater integrity 
during the intervention phase. 
Fudge et al. (2006) collected data in a manner that did not allow for the analysis 
of individual student behavior change. The current study used a momentary time 
sampling procedure that allowed for both group and individual analysis of behavior . 
Because .phase change decisions were made on class average data, the single-subject 
design graphs for each student did not always allow for a clear interpretation of results. 
For example, the data for student 11 may have provided a clearer demonstration of 
experimental control had the withdrawal phase lasted one more day. Despite these 
l imitations, the data for the three students with the lowest levels of OT behavior suggest 
that this intervention was effective and led to large (i .e. , large effect size data) changes in 
OT behavior. 
One concern with class-wide intervention procedures is that while they may have 
the desired effect on some students, they could have no effect or an adverse effect on 
others . In the current study, the three effect sizes calculated for each student suggests 
strong effects (ES � 1 .0) for all students across all phases (i.e., across 36 adjacent phase 
change comparisons). Thus, the current study extended the Fudge et al. (2006) study by 
providing evidence that the intervention was effective for all the students in the class and 
that none of the students were adversely affected by the Color Wheel procedure_. 
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In the Fudge et al. (2006) study, no formal treatment integrity or acceptability 
data were collected. Fudge et al. found clear and consistent treatment effects throughout 
the study. Therefore treatment integrity was not a serious threat to internal validity. 
Regardless, in the current study, systematic data collection procedures suggest that the 
teacher implemented the Color Wheel procedure with integrity. Additionally, teacher and 
student responses to the structured acceptability survey suggest that both groups liked the 
Color Wheel. These findings support the external validity of the Color Wheel procedure 
as they suggest that the intervention can be implemented with integrity in a general 
education classroom. 
Fudge et al. (2006) targeted inappropriate verbalizations in fourth-grade students. 
While reducing inappropriate behaviors has strong applied value, the current study 
showed the Color Wheel procedure also enhances desired on-task behavior. Additionally, 
external validity was enhanced by showing that the Color Wheel procedure could be 
applied in a second-grade classroom. 
L imitation s an d Fu tu re R esearch 
There were several limitations to this study that future researchers should address. 
In the current study, treatment integrity data collected during the Color Wheel 
intervention phase suggested that the intervention was implemented as planned. 
However, during B Phases (TCM phases), typical classroom management procedures 
were used, which included an independent, group-oriented punishment system for 
inappropriate behavior. Although we did not collect treatment integrity data on response­
cost implementation, it was clear that the teacher did not detect all instances of 
inappropriate behavior and did not take points from individual students contingent upon 
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their inappropriate behavior. Thus, the current study does not allow us to conclude that 
the Color Wheel procedure works better than a consistently implemented response-cost 
system. 
Future researchers should consider addressing this limitation. However, because 
of the nature of response to punishment, this limitation could be very difficult to address 
in intact classrooms. One negative side-effect of punishment is that students learn to emit 
behaviors that are punished only when they cannot be detected (Henington & Skinner, 
1998 ; Skinner, Cashwell et al., et al., 2000). Thus, without a serious increase in resources 
that would allow for continuous observations and evaluation of each students behavior, 
(e.g. , an observer for each child who would immediately tell the teacher when the child 
misbehaved), it is unlikely that any teacher could implement such a system with integrity . 
Perhaps future researchers could compare the effects of the two interventions by focusing 
on only one student in more sterile environments ( e.g., very small classrooms or 
laboratory setting). 
In the current study, data were collected at a predetermined time each day to 
ensure that the primary researcher observed a transition. Therefore only a small sample of 
student behavior was observed ( e.g., 20 minutes a day at the same time). Thus, the 
students and teacher could have reacted differently when the researcher was not 
collecting data. Future researchers should consider collecting data at random times 
throughout the day to prevent students and teachers from becoming accustomed to 
predetermined schedules and extend the external validity of the current findings. 
Additionally, future researchers should consider using video-cameras to reduce the 
probability of reactivity impacting outcomes. 
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The Color Wheel intervention used in the current study was a complex, multi­
component procedure involving changing classroom rules, teaching and posting 
classroom rules, providing cues to indicate which rules were currently in place, and 
providing structured transition procedures (e.g., 2-minute and 3 0-second warnings) . 
Although the current study showed that this intervention was effective in increasing OT 
behavior, the study does not allow researchers to conclude what specific components or 
interaction of components caused the behavior changes. Component analysis studies are 
needed to identify and specify the procedures within this complex intervention that 
caused the behavior change. 
The current study was conducted in one classroom with one teacher who 
participated in an earlier study of the Color Wheel intervention (Fudge et al., 2006). 
Future researchers should address these external validity limitations by conducting 
similar studies across students (e.g., older and younger students, students with EBD) and 
teachers (e.g. , I st-year teachers, teachers with no prior experience with the Color Wheel 
intervention, special education teachers). Additionally, researchers should conduct 
studies across classrooms to determine what other classroom contextual variables (e.g., 
other classroom procedures such as the response-cost system used in the current 
classroom) may interact with the Color Wheel intervention. 
In the current study only _QT behavior was measured. Future research should 
consider conducting studies targeting other behaviors and outcomes. For example, future 
researchers should consider conducting longitudinal studies to determine if using the 
Color Wheel enhances student learning. Similar longitudinal studies could be conducted 
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to determine if application of the Color Wheel procedure reduces aggression and other 
disruptive classroom behaviors. 
Student responses to the acceptability measure suggested that prior to the Color 
Wheel being introduced the students were unclear about what classroom rules were in 
effect at any given moment in time. The Color Wheel appeared to make behavior 
expectations clear to the students. When the Color Wheel was withdrawn the students 
complained that they did not know what rules were in effect at any given moment in 
time. In addition, the teacher became increasingly frustrated that the class was not on-task 
and engaging in higher rates of inappropriate behavior during the withdrawal phase. He 
even joked that if the intervention was not put back soon he would vandalize the 
researcher's car (i.e., slash the tires on the researcher' s  car). Thus, future researchers 
should investigate student and teacher attitudes to existing classroom management 
procedures compared to the Color Wheel procedure. Researchers may find that 
implementing the Color Wheel intervention enhances both student and teacher classroom 
climate ratings and their attitudes toward each other, while reducing teacher frustration,  
stress, and burnout. 
General guidelines and specific procedures for occasioning efficient transitions 
have been described by researchers (e.g., Buck, 1999; Saifer, 2003). Researchers have 
conducted several studies that demonstrate how effective transitions reduced the time 
required for room-to-room transitions (Campbell & Skinner, 2004; Dawson-Rodriques et 
al., 1997; Yarbrough et al. , 2004). Additionally, previous researchers have shown how 
effective transitions could_ reduce inappropriate behaviors (Fudge et al., 2006; Schmit et 
al. ,  2000). Results from the current study show higher levels of OT behavior occurring 
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during a time when at least one transition was made. Although the results suggest 
transitions were more efficient, no actual transition duration data were collected. Future 
researchers should investigate if the duration of transition times are decreased when the 
Color Wheel procedure is implemented. 
Summary 
Ritter et al. ( 1997) indicated that teachers need classroom management 
procedures that (a) focus on student behavior, (b) provide quick and stable changes in 
behavior, and ( c) are empirically validated. The current study suggests that the Color 
Wheel procedure meets all these criteria. The procedure focused on student behavior 
(e.g., the public cues set behavior expectations). The results showed quick, consistent, 
and stable changes in behavior. Although previous research suggests that the Color 
Wheel was an effective procedure (Fudge et al. ,  2006), the current study addressed many 
limitations associated with this earlier research. Specifically, by controlling for 
interaction effects of a response-cost system being implemented during the intervention 
phase, the current results provide a more internally valid evaluation of the Color Wheel 
procedure. Additionally, because OT behavior data were measured for each student, the 
current study enhances the external validity of the Color Wheel procedure. Finally, both 
the teacher and students indicated high level of acceptability. Thus, the current study 
suggests that the Color Wheel procedure meets Ritter's criteria for classroom 
management systems. 
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II. PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
The objective of the study is to evaluate the effectiveness of a Color 
Wheel intervention, which will be used to increase a teacher's classroom 
management strategies for increasing students' on-task behavior during teacher 
instruction. In addition, the researchers hypothesize the use of the Color Wheel 
will provide easier and more structured transitions from one activity to another. 
III. DESCRIPTION AND SOURCE OF RESEARCH PARTICIPANTS 
The study will be conducted at Sarah Moore Greene Magnet Technology 
Academy. All 1 2  second-grade students from a regular education classroom will 
be asked to participate. 
IV. METHODS AND PROCEDURES 
Researchers will meet with school personnel of Sarah Moore Greene 
Magnet Technology Academy to determine which classroom will participate in 
the Color Wheel Intervention. Following the invitation and determination of the 
classroom, the primary Investigator (Daniel L. Fudge) will meet with the teacher 
and explain the intervention. The teacher, PI, Curriculum Coordinator, and 
Student Advisor will determine which of the rules will be included in each color 
of the Color Wheel. The teacher will then practice the intervention and use of the 
Color Wheel, when the class is not present, until the teacher is confident and 
skilled in using this intervention. 
The Color Wheel intervention will consist of a color wheel in the front of 
the classroom. The wheel will consist of three colors (red, yellow, and green). 
Each color will correspond to different existing classroom rules that are already in 
effect. The color wheel is just a modification of an existing classroom 
management system already being used. In addition, the rules will be printed 
clearly for the students to see on colored poster board also placed at the front of 
the classroom. 
When the teacher transitions from one subject to another, he will give the 
class a 2-minute warning stating that the class will be going to a different color on 
the wheel. A 30-second warning will be given and then the teacher will turn the 
wheel. When the wheel is at red, the teacher will expect the students to be in their 
seats, have their eyes on the teacher, no talking, and hands ready to work. This 
condition will correspond to instruction time and no student questions or talking is 
allowed. When the wheel is on yellow, the teacher will expect the students to be 
in their seats, raise their hand to speak or to get out of their seats, keep their hands 
and feet to self, and their eyes on the teacher or material. This condition will 
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correspond to in-seat work by students. When the wheel is at green, the teacher 
will expect the students to use inside voices, share and cooperate, and respect 
others. This condition will correspond to free time. 
Data collection for this study will be unobtrusive and no single student 
will be targeted for data collection. Data will be taken by observing the class as a 
whole and marking yes or no, on a data sheet, if any student in the classroom is 
on-task. A BCBC withdrawal design will be used to test the efficacy of the 
intervention. The researchers are examining public behavior of the entire class. In 
addition, the researchers will not participate in the activities being observed. 
V. SPECIFIC RISKS AND PROTECTION MEASURES 
The risks in this type of project are minimal. The researcher will not be 
involved with the intervention after it is taught to the teacher. The researcher will 
be observing public behavior and recording the data as a number, no one student 
will be singled out. 
VI. BENEFITS 
Benefits of this research project are twofold. First, participating students 
may increase their on-task behavior over the course of the intervention. This in 
tum might lead to an increase of learnjng because if the students are paying 
attention more instructional time could take place. Additionally, the current 
project will increase the literature on effective classroom management systems 
that do not involve any tangible reinforcement available to teachers and school 
p.sychologists. If proven effective, the proposed intervention will offer an easy 
and time-efficient procedure to increase a large group of students' on-task 
behavior .  
VII. METHODS FOR OBTAINING "INFORMED CONSENT" FROM 
PARTICIPANTS 
The parents or guardians of each student will receive a letter explaining 
our presence in the classroom and specifically their child's role. The parent will 
be given the option of signing and returning the letter indicating their permission 
for their child's participation. Additionally, each child will be asked to indicate 
his or her willingness to participate on an assent form. Prior to the first 
intervention, the experimenter will read the assent form to the entire class while 
they follow along at their desks. The experimenter will ensure that the children 
understand that participation is voluntary and that they can choose not to 
participate. The children will be asked to indicate their choice by checking yes or 
no and putting their name on the assent form. 
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VIII. QUALIFICATIONS OF THE INVESTIGATOR(S) TO CONDUCT 
RESEARCH 
Daniel L. Fudge is in his fourth year in the School Psychology Ph.D. 
program. Mr. Fudge has his Bachelor of Art degree in Psychology from the State 
University of New York at Stony Brook. Mr. Fudge has been involved with 
research projects over the course of his undergraduate and graduate studies. Dr. 
Skinner has published over 50 papers involving similar experiments. 
IX. FACILITIES AND EQUIPMENT TO BE USED IN THE RESEARCH 
The intervention will take place in a general education classroom at Sarah 
Moore Greene Magnet Technology Academy. The Color Wheel and posterboard 
with rules will be made up by the primary investigator and brought to the school. 
X. RESPONSIBILITY OF THE PRINCIPAL/CO-PRINCIPAL 
INVESTIGATOR(S) 
The responsibility of the principal investigator will be to meet with the 
teacher and teach him how to implement the intervention. In addition, the 
principal investigator will collect and report data. The faculty advisor will provide 
close supervision to Daniel and provide frequent feedback on this project. 
Tltefol/owbtg information must be elltered verbatim into tltis section: 
By compliance with the policies established by the Institutional Review 
Board of The University of Tennessee the principal investigator(s) subscribe 
to the principles stated in "The Belmont Report" and standards of 
professional ethics in all research, development, and related activities 
involving human subjects under the auspices of The University of Tennessee. 
The principal investigator(s) further agree that: 
1 .  Approval will be obtained from the Institutional Review Board 
prior to instituting any change in this research project. 
2. Development of any unexpected risks will be immediately reported 
to Research Compliance Services. 
3. An annual review and progress report (Form R) will be completed 
and submitted when requested by the Institutional 
Review Board. 
4. Signed informed consent documents will be kept for the duration 
of the project and for at least three years thereafter 
at a location approved by the Institutional Review Board. 
XI. SIGN A TURES 
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ALL SIONA TURES MUST BE ORIGINAL. The Principal Investigator should 
keep the original copy of the Form B and submit a copy with original signatures 
for review. Type the name of each individual above the appropriate signature line. 
Add signature lines for all Co-Principal Investigators, collaborating and student 
investigators, faculty advisor(s), department head of the Principal Investigator, 
and the Chair of the Departmental Review Committee. The following information 
should be typed verbatim, with added categories where needed: 
Principal Investigator Daniel L. Fudge 
Signature _____________ Date ____ _ 
Student Advisor (if any) Dr. Christopher Skinner 
Signature _____________ Date ____ _ 
XII. DEPARTMENT REVIEW AND APPROVAL 
The application described above has been reviewed by the IRB departmental 
review committee and has been approved. The DRC further recommends 
that this application be reviewed as: 
[ 1 Expedited Review -- Category(s): _________ _ 
OR 
[ 1 Full IRB Review 
Chair, DRC Dr. Robert Williams 
Signature Date -------------- ------
Department Head Dr. R. Steve McCallum 
Signature ______________ Date _____ _ 
Protocol sent to Research Compliance Services for  final approval on 
(Date) _____ _ 
Approved: 
Research Compliance Services 
Office of Research 
404 Andy Holt Tower 
Signature ______________ Date _____ _ 
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Appendix B 
Parent Consent Form 
Parental Consent Form 
Dear parent or guardian, 
My name is Daniel L. Fudge and I am a graduate student in the School 
Psychology Ph.D. program at the University of Tennessee. As part of my training, 
I am working with children and teachers at Sarah Moore Greene Magnet 
Technology Academy. I am requesting permission to involve your child in a study 
of on-task behavior. This research project will be conducted by myself, and is led 
by my faculty advisor, Dr. Chris Skinner. The Sara Moore Greene administration 
is fully aware of our project and has allowed me to conduct this research. Our 
project involves having your child follow existing classroom rules, which will be 
printed on colored posterboard (red, yellow, and green). In addition, there will be 
a wheel made with those colors. When the wheel is on a particular color, that set 
of rules will be in effect. The teacher will be using this classroom management 
system at all times. In addition, five times a week I will come in and observe the 
class as a whole and mark on a data sheet the number of students who are on-task. 
Our rationale is that if your child is on-task more learning can occur. 
We will not share your child's performance on these activities with any school 
personnel and her/his performance will not affect her/his school grades. In 
addition, your child will not be identified in any form. The information gained by 
your child's participation may help develop more effective strategies for 
classroom management. 
We would greatly appreciate your permission to observe your child's  on-task 
behavior on this project. Please sign and date below if you would like your child 
to participate. Please fill in your child's name in the space provided and return 
the form to school. Thank you for your time and consideration. 
If you any questions or concerns please contact Dr. Skinner or me at 
dfudge@utk.edu or 974-8403. 
Signature of Parent/Legal Guardian: Date : ----------- ---
Child's Name: ---------------
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Appendix C 
Children's Assent Form 
My name is Daniel L. Fudge and I am a graduate student at the University of 
Tennessee. I am doing a project on classroom management systems. I would like 
for you to help me with this project. If you would like to help, I will need you to 
give me permission to include you. You will have to follow the classroom rules 
that are printed on colored posterboard. When the Color Wheel is turned to that 
color those are the rules that will you will have to follow. I would like to observe 
you following the rules. 
It is important for you to understand that your help is by choice. At any time, you 
can choose to no longer participate by informing your teacher or myself. If you 
have any questions please ask your teacher or me. 
If you agree to help by allowing me to observe you following the rules, please 
mark the box next to "yes". If you do not want to help, then mark the box next to 
"no". Write your name on the line below. Thank you for your help. 
Sincerely, 
Daniel L. Fudge 
D D 
Yes No 
Name _________ _ Date _______ _ 
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Appendix D 
. Interval Data Collection Sheet 
Date: Phase: ----- -----
On-task Behavior: OT is operationally defined as the students having their heads oriented 
towards the work material and/or the person speaking or following the teacher's 
directions. 
INT Kl  K2 K3 K4 K5 K6 K7 K8 K9 K l O  Kl  1 K12 Total 
1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
2 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12 
3 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12 
4 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12 
5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
6 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12 
7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12 
8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12 
9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
1 1  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12 
12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
13 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12 
14 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12 
16  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12 
17 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
1 8  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
19 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12 
20 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  . 12 
2 1  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
22 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12 
23 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
24 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12 
25 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
26 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12 
27 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
28 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
29 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
30 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10  1 1  12 
3 1  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 · 10 1 1  12 
32 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
33 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 1  12 
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INT Kl  K2 K3 K4 K5 K6 K7 K8 K9 K IO  Kl  I K l 2  Total 
34 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
35 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
36 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
37 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
38 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
39 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
40 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
41 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
42 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
43 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
44 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
45 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
46 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
47 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
48 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
49 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
50 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
51 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
52 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
53 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
54 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
55 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
56 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
57 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
58 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
59 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
60 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
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RULES: 
Append ix E 
Treatment Protocol 
Red: I .  In seat, 2. Desk clear, 3 .  No talking, 4. No Hand Raising, 5 .  Hands ready to work, 6. Eyes 
on teacher. 
Yel low: I .  In seat, 2. Raise hand to speak, 3 .  Hands and feet to self, 4. Eyes on teacher or 
material, 5. Raise hands to leave seat. 
Green: 1 .  Use ins ide voice to share with others, 2. Respect others, 3 .  Hands and feet to self. 
STEPS 
I .  First day of implementation teach the students the rules and how the Color Wheel Works. 
2 .  When ready to  transition to  a new subject, need to gain  control of  the class, o r  need time 
to teach to the c lass, inform the class that the wheel wi l l  be turned to red in 2 minutes and 
the red ru les wil l  be in effect. 
3 .  Turn back to class and give them a chance to respond to your request. 
4. Next give a 30 second warn ing that the Color Wheel wi l l  be turned to red and the red 
ru les wi l l  be i n  place.  
5 .  Tum the wheel to red and turn around. If any student is not following the red rules, 
d iscipl ine accordingly. 
6. Remember if students are not fol lowing red rules look at them I 5\ you remind them they 
are on red 2n\ and you recite the red rules last. 
7. Do not let any students tal k  or get out of their seats on red . If you need them to get books 
and the Color Wheel is on red tum to yel low. 
8 .  Go to red as often as necessary, but keep time on red short switch to yel low quickly when 
class is following red rules, and do not use red as a punishment. Green rules, however, 
may be used to reinforce the class. 
9. Fol low this procedure when you turn from red to another color (i .e. red to yel low, red to 
green). If on e ither yel low or green and want to switch between the two go to red first. 
1 0. G ive lots of praise to the class when they have a good transition and when they act 
appropriately and follow the rules. 
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Appendix F 
Treatment Integrity Data Sheet 
Date -------
___ A) Announce to the class that the activity presently being worked on would 
cease and the Color Wheel would go from the color the class was on (yellow or 
green) to red and the red rules would be in effect. 
___ B) Turn around, give the class a chance to respond to the request, and give the 2-
minute warning for the change. 
___ C) Give the class a 30-second warning. 
___ D) Turn the Color Wheel to red. 
___ E) Attend to any inappropriate behavior. 
F) Facilitate transition. ---
___ G) Start new activity. 
H) Turn Color Wheel from red to either yellow or green. ---
____ I) Follows rules for each color 
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Appendix G 
Descriptive Statistics 
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
1 st TCM (B) Phase 
Students 
SI B I  6 16.00 33.00 22.5000 6.34823 
S2B l  6 56.00 90.00 7 1.3333 14.9086 1 
S3B l  6 32.00 75.00 59.3333 18.00741 
S4B l 6 50.00 75.00 60.0000 1 1.47 170 
S5B l  6 18.00 88.00 47.1667 23.05 139 
S6B l 6 3.00 86.00 50.1667 28.80567 
S7B l 6 33.00 50.00 42.5000 6.7 1565 
S8B l 6 23.00 60.00 42.6667 13.15548 
S9B l 6 13.00 68.00 43.3333 21.50969 
S l 0B l  5 53.00 86.00 67.6000 14.50 172 
Sl  1B l 5 32.00 48.00 40.0000 6.20484 
S12B l 6 18.00 60.00 38.3333  16.37885 
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
1 st TX (C) Phase 
Students 
S IC I  5 50.00 98.00 77.6000 17.98055 
S2C l  5 88.00 95.00 9 1.4000 2.60768 
S3Cl  5 90.00 98.00 95.0000 3.0822 1 
S4Cl 5 86.00 100.00 93.8000 5.49545 
S5C l  5 41.00 93.00 74.6000 23.37306 
S6Cl 5 56.00 93.00 80.2000 14.13 153 
S7Cl 5 67.00 92.00 8 1.4000 9.3968 1 
S8Cl 5 82.00 92.00 87.4000 4.15933 
S9Cl  5 55.00 9 1.00 8 1.2000 15.3 1992 
S IOCI  5 · 88.00 98.00 94.6000 . 4.44972 
Sl  IC I  5 85.00 98.00 92.8000 5.54076 
SI2Cl 5 83.00 98.00 88.2000 5.76 194 
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
Grand Means 
Student data 
GXB 1 12 22.50 7 1.30 48.7250 13.77225 
GXC I 12 74.60 95.00 86.5 167 7.2 1839 
GXB2 12 20.60 56.70 41.4833 1 1.75584 
GXC2 12 52.80 99.00 83.04 17 13.530 13 
Note: B = typical classroom management phase (TCM) & C = Treatment phase (TX). 
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N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
2nd TCM (B) Phase 
Students 
S l B2 3 12.00 32.00 20.6667 10.26320 
S2B2 3 45.00 78.00 56.6667 18.50225 
S3B2 3 25.00 57.00 3 7.3 333  17.2 1434 
S4B2 3 40.00 45.00 42.6667 2.5 166 1 
S5B2 3 53.00 62.00 56.0000 5.19615 
S6B2 2 18.00 47.00 · 32.5000 20.506 10 
S7B2 3 27.00 67.00 45.6667 20.13289 
S8B2 3 12.00 73.00 40.6667 30.66486 
S9B2 3 15.00 48.00 3 1.0000 16.5227 1 
Sl OB2 3 35.00 62.00 48.3333  13.50309 
Sl 1B2 3 42.00 85.00 56.6667 24.54248 
Sl 2B2 3 25.00 38.00 29.6667 7.23418 
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
2nd TX (C) Phase 
Students 
S1C2 4 48.00 80.00 65.7500 15.75595 
S2C2 4 88.00 100.00 94.0000 6.92820 
S3C2 4 98.00 100.00 99.0000 1.15470 
S4C2 3 88.00 98.00 94.3333  5.50757 
S5C2 4 60.00 92.00 75.0000 14.00000 
S6C2 4 32.00 82.00 52.7500 2 1.02974 
S7C2 4 78.00 90.00 83.2500 6.18466 
S8C2 4 75.00 97.00 88.2500 9.56992 
S9C2 4 67.00 80.00 75.0000 6.27163 
S10C2 4 77.00 97.00 89.0000 8.52447 
Sl  1C2 4 88.00 97.00 9 1.7500 3.8622 1 
Sl 2C2 4 80.00 93.00 8 8.2500 5.90903 
Note: All descriptive data above is individual student data. 
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std. Deviation 
Whole Class 
Data 
WCB 1 6 36.00 52.00 45.5000 5.46809 
WCCl 5 82.00 90.00 86.8000 3.033 15 
WCB2 3 30.00 53.00 42.3333  1 1.5902 
WCC2 4 80.00 86.00 83.2500 2.50000 
Note: B = typical classroom management phase {TCM) & C = Treatment phase (TX). 
This descriptive data is for the entire class. 
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Table 1 
St u d ent D emo grap hic Dat a 
Student Number Gender Ethnicity Age (Year-Months) 
1 F African American 7-5 
2 F African American 7-5 
3 F African American 7-6 
4 M African American 7-2 
5 F African American 7-8 
6 M African American 8-8 
7 F African American 7-6 
8 F African American 7-4 
9 M African American 7-8 
10 F African American 7-5 
11 M African American 8-1 
12 M African American 8-9 
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Table 2 
Teacher Intervention Acceptability Check List 
Strongly Disagree Sl ightly S l ightly Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree 
1 .  The Color Wheel was 2 3 4 5 6 
A good intervention . 
2.  Most teachers wou ld 2 3 4 5 6 
wou ld find the Color 
Wheel appropriate to 
deal with classroom 
behavior. 
3 .  The Color Wheel 2 3 4 5 6 
helped me stay 
cons istent. 
4. I noticed students' 2 3 4 5 6 
behavior improve 
when the Color 
Wheel was used. 
5 .  Transitions were 2 3 4 5 6 
easier when I used 
the Color Wheel. 
6 .  I spent less time 2 3 4 5 6 
disciplining students 
when using the Color 
Wheel . 
7. The Color Wheel 2 3 4 5 6 
quickly improved 
students' behavior. 
8. I wi l l  use the Color 2 3 4 5 6 
Wheel for the remainder 
of the year. 
9. I Wi l l  use the Color 2 3 4 5 6 
Wheel with future 
classes. 
1 0. I would recommend 2 3 4 5 6 
the Color Wheel 
to other teachers. 
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Table 3 
S tudent Int ervention Acc eptab ility Ch eck L ist 
1 .  I liked the Color Wheel. 
2 .  Using the Color Wheel helped me to know which rules 
to follow. 
3 .  I would like to have the Color Wheel in all my classes. 
4. The Color Wheel helped me behave better. 
5. When the Color Wheel was not used I did not know 
what rules to follow. 
6. I liked having the rules posted at the front of the class. 
7 .  The Color Wheel made going from one activity to another 
easier. 
8. The different colors belonging to different rules made it easy 
to know what rules to follow. 
9. I liked having three sets of small rules to follow instead of 
one longer list of rules. 
10 .  My classmate behaved better when the Color Wheel was 
being used. 
1 1. My classmate moved from one activity to another without 
disrupting the class when the Color Wheel was used. 
12. My classmate misbehaved more when the Color Wheel was __ 
not used. 
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Table 4 
Individual Student Grand Mean and Standard Deviation of OT Behavior Across Phases 
Student TCMl TXl TCM2 TX2 
1 22.5 (6.3) 77.6 ( 1 7.9) 20.6 ( 1 0.2) 65 .7 ( 1 5.7) 
2 7 1 .3 ( 14.9) 9 1 .4 (2.6) 56 .7 ( 1 8 .5) 94.0 (6 .9) 
3 59 .3 ( 1 8 .0) 95.0 (3 . 1 )  37 .3 ( 17 .2) 99.0 ( 1 .2) 
4 60.0 ( 1 1 .5) 93 .8  (5.4) 42.7 (2 .5) 94.3 (5.5) 
5 47. 1 (23 . l ) 74.6 (23 .4) 56.0 (5. 1 )  75.0 ( 14.0) 
6 50. 1  (28 .8) 80.2 ( 14.3) 32.5 (20.5) 52.8 (2 1 .0) 
7 42.5 (6.7) 8 1 .4 (9 .3) 45 .7 (20. 1 )  83 .3 (6. 1 )  
8 42.7 ( 1 3 .2) 87.4 (4. 1 )  40.7 (30.7) 88 .3 (9.6) 
9 43.3 (2 1 .5) 8 1 .2 ( 1 5 .3) 3 1 .0 ( 1 6.5) 75.0 (6.2) 
1 0  67.6 ( 14.5) 94.6 (4.4) 48.3 ( 1 3 .5) 89.0 (8.5) 
1 1  40.0 (6.2) 92.8 (5 .5) 56.6 (24.5) 9 1 .8 (3 .8) 
12 38.3 (16.3) 88.2 (5 .8) 29.7 (7.3) 88.3 (5.9) 
Grand X (SD) 48.7 ( 1 3 .7) 86.5 (7.2) 4 1 .5 ( 1 1 .8) 83.0 ( 1 3 .5) 
Note: Grand mean is the mean for each phase of all the students. 
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Table 5 
Effec t Size of OT B eh av ior for Indiv idual Stud ents Acros s Adj ac ent Ph ase s  
Student 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
1 1  
12 
Treatment Effect 1 
Cl -B l/SDB 1 
8.7 
1.3 
1.9 
2.9 
1.2 
1.0 
5.8 
3.4 
1 .8 
1.9 
8.5 
3.0 
Treatment Effect 2 
C2-B2/SDB2 
4.4 
2.0 
3 .6 
20.6 
3.7 
1.0 
1 .8 
1.5 
2.7 
3.0 
1 .4 
8.0 
Withdrawal Effect 
B2-Cl /B2 
-5.6 
-3.4 
-3.3 
-20.4 
-3.6 
-2.3 
- 1 .7 
- 1 .5 
-3.0 
-3.4 
- 1 .5 
-8.0 
Note: C = mean of color wheel treatment phase (TX), B = mean of typical classroom 
management phase (TCM), and SD = standard deviation of the phase. 
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Table 6 
Teach er Intervent ion Acc eptabil ity Ch eck L ist R es pons es 
Strongly Disagree Slightly S lightly Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Agree Agree 
I .  The Color Wheel was 2 3 4 5 � 
A good intervention. 
2. Most teachers would 2 3 4 � 6 
would find the Color 
Wheel appropriate to 
deal with classroom 
behavior. 
3 .  The Color Wheel 2 3 4 � 6 
helped me stay 
consistent. 
4. I noticed students ' 2 3 4 5 � 
behavior improve 
when the Color 
Wheel was used. 
5 .  Transitions were 2 3 4 5 � 
easier when I used 
the Color Wheel. 
6. I spent less time 2 3 4 � 6 
disciplining students 
when using the Color 
Wheel. 
7. The Color Wheel 2 3 4 5 � 
quickly improved 
students' behavior. 
8. I wi l l  use the Color 2 3 4 5 � 
Wheel for the remainder 
of the year. 
9. I will use the Color 2 3 4 5 � 
Wheel with future 
classes. 
I 0. I would recommend 2 3 4 5 � 
the Color Wheel 
to other teachers. 
Note: Underlined and bolded numbers denote teacher response. 
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Table 7 
Student Intervention Acceptability Check List Responses: Number and Percent of 
Students Who Responded Yes or No 
1. I liked the Color Wheel. 12 (100%) 
2. Using the Color Wheel helped me to know which rules 12 (100%) 
to follow. 
3 .  I would like to have the Color Wheel in all my classes. 1 1  (92%) 
4. The Color Wheel helped me behave better. 1 1  (92%) 
5. When the Color Wheel was not used I did not know 12 (100%) 
what rules to follow. 
6. I liked having the rules posted at the front of the class. 12 (100%) 
7. The Color Wheel made going from one activity 12 (100%) 
to another easier. 
8. The different colors belonging to different rules made 12 (100%) 
it easy to know what rules to follow. 
9. I liked having three sets of small rules to follow 12 (100%) 
instead of one longer list of rules. 
10. My classmate behaved better when the Color Wheel 12 (100%) 
was being used. 
1 1 . My classmate transitioned without disrupting the 12 (100%) 
class when the Color Wheel was used. 
0 
0 
1 (8%) 
1 (8%) 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
12. My classmate misbehaved more when the Color Wheel 12 (100%) 0 
was not used. 
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Figu re 1 . Percentage of the number of students engaging in on-task behavior at a given 
moment in time for the whole class across typical classroom management (TCM) and 
treatment (TX) phases. 
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Figure 2. Percentage of student one engaging in on-task behavior at a given moment in 
time across typical classroom management (TCM) and treatment (TX) phases. 
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Figure 3 .  Percentage of student 11  engaging in on-task behavior at a given moment in 
time across typical classroom management (TCM) and treatment (TX) phases. 
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Figur e 4. Percentage of student 12 engaging in on-task behavior at a given moment in 
time across typical classroom management (TCM) and treatment (TX) phases. 
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